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In this case, the random blow of the strange demon naturally couldn’t cause 
the slightest harm to Mark. 

But the strange demon is not in a hurry. 

He knew that Mark’s state would not last long at all. 

One minute? 

two minutes? 

Maybe not even three minutes. 

It is to die of exhaustion of energy and blood. 

At that time, there is no need for the strange demon to make a move by 
himself, and Mark will fall down by himself. 

“Drinking poison to quench your thirst is just killing yourself.” 

The strange demon smiled softly. 

He stood there, looking down at Chu Yefan at his feet. 

Like, looking at a corpse. 

It seems that the strange demon is not ready to do anything. 

Just wait for Mark to die from exhaustion of blood. 

And it was this judgment of the strange demon that gave Mark complete time 
to recharge his energy. 

That is, during this short period of time, Mark’s power rose sharply at an 
unbelievably terrifying speed! 



The whole person, like a raging fire in the wind, actually burned more and 
more intensely. 

In the end, that terrifying aura almost made the entire fairy road tremble. 

At the same time, the space around Mark’s body is also collapsing and 
recasting. 

Just like a self-contained domain, the narrow heavenly road where Mark is 
located, the five elements are recast, and the yin and yang are reversed. 

Destruction intertwined with new life. 

All things and laws are recast! 

The scene in front of him made the strange demon’s expression suddenly 
serious. 

“this kid” 

“What the hell is he doing?” 

Mark’s power at this moment made the strange demon finally no longer calm 
down. 

His eyes were dull, and he stared at Mark firmly. 

He originally thought that this was Mark’s flashback, his dying struggle. 

However, he did not expect that Mark’s desperate blow revealed a stronger 
power than before. 

“Damn it!” 

Chapter 4723 

“We can’t let him charge any more!” 

“You have to interrupt him!” 

At this time, all the contempt and contempt on the strange demon 
disappeared. 



Instead, there is an unprecedented fear and dignity. 

And when the strange demon noticed Mark’s strangeness, Ye Qingtian and 
others undoubtedly also discovered it. 

“This Mark” 

“Is there still a hole card?” 

Ye Qingtian guessed like crazy. 

At this moment, all the eyes of the people in the world once again gathered on 
that man. 

The old Madam Chu, who was already in despair, also showed a moment of 
bewilderment when he saw the scene in front of him. 

But soon, the old lady Chu seemed to have guessed something, and her face 
changed suddenly. 

“This kid” 

“Could it be that you want to use the ninth form of Yundao Tianjue?” 

“Could it be that he has mastered Yun Dao Tian Jue to such an extent?” 

The old lady Chu was filled with astonishment. 

You know, Yun Dao Tianjue is the highest immortal technique. 

This kind of advanced secret technique is extremely obscure and difficult to 
practice for mortals. 

It is extremely rare and precious for Mark to be able to practice the eighth 
form. 

It can be described as unprecedented! 

But now, there are various indications that Mark is about to challenge the 
ninth form. 

The old lady Chu trembled naturally, only feeling that her scalp was numb. 



What kind of supernatural powers and secrets is Yun Dao Tian Jue. 

The eighth form of the wheel of life and death already has the power of 
creation. 

The old lady Chu couldn’t even imagine what kind of majestic and majestic 
power it would be if the ninth move was performed. 

I’m afraid that her great-grandson can really do it. With a mortal body, he can 
stand shoulder-to-shoulder with a god! 

“No, Mark probably hasn’t fully comprehended this ninth move yet.” 

“Otherwise, he should have used it earlier instead of waiting until now!” 

“He should be desperate now, a helpless move with no choice.” 

“If you want to put all your eggs in one basket, take a risk and force it.” 

“This silly boy is really crazy.” 

“If you haven’t mastered such supernatural powers and secret arts, how can 
you take the risk to try them?” 

“In this case, if the cast fails, it’s not like the strange demon will do it. He will 
also have his tendons broken, and he will explode and die, right?” 

After guessing Mark’s thoughts, the old Madam Chu suddenly became 
anxious. 
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However, Mrs. Chu is only anxious. 

Because, the old lady is also very clear. 

Now Mark, besides this, she has no other choice. 



In the face of an invincible person, what else can Mark do besides 
desperately? 

He was alone, he was alone. 

In addition to fighting with his life, he took a risk to fight. 

Beyond that, he has nowhere to go. 

Although Mrs. Chu really wanted to help him. 

However, due to some special reasons, she couldn’t get out of the Chu 
family’s ancestral land at all. 

Moreover, even going out. 

Leaving the ancestral land of the Chu family, the power of the old matriarch 
Chu will undoubtedly be greatly reduced. 

Even if he arrived at Kunlun Mountain, I’m afraid it would not bring much help 
to Mark. 

Therefore, the current old matriarch can only stay in the ancestral land of the 
Chu family, silently praying for Mark. 

And when Tang Yun and the others were full of worry and vomited blood and 
wept. 

The people of the whole world are actually cheering and applauding. 

“Ha ha” 

“What’s this?” 

“Is it a sky movie?” 

“This is too wonderful, too realistic.” 

“Is the current movie playback technology so advanced?” 

“Hit!” 

“continue!” 



“We still have to watch!” 

Citizens in many places have already moved out of benches to sit on, some 
on the ground, and some looking out from the windows of their homes. 

Many people actually regarded the scene happening on the top of Kunlun 
Mountain as a 3D movie. 

Very pleasant to watch. 

From time to time, a few cheers and applause broke out. 

Even, when Mark was defeated, half of the people were applauding for Chu 
Qitian. 

If Ye Qingtian saw this scene, he would probably feel extremely sad and 
ironic. 

Obviously, they are working so hard, they are doing their best for the world. 

Chapter 4725 

But the world is still cheering for the enemy. 

These ignorant human beings. 

You have been quiet in these years, but how have you ever known what 
dangers and sufferings those who are carrying forward for you are going 
through at this moment. 

Yes, these people who are still enjoying the red light and green wine and 
living in a comfortable world, in their cognition, the sun will still rise tomorrow, 
and the birds will still be singing non-stop. 

However, how would they know. 

This world is about to come to an end. 

rumbling~ 

In the land of Kunlun, the mountains and rivers trembled. 

After feeling the threat, the strange demon finally stopped sitting still. 



He started to shoot, started to attack. 

He started to run his power like crazy, and attacked Mark’s body fiercely. 

If it were normal, Mark would think of a way to avoid the attack of the strange 
monster. 

But now, Mark didn’t hide. 

He dared not hide, nor could he be distracted. 

He hasn’t really mastered the ninth form of Yundao Tianjue yet. 

Previous attempts had failed. 

In this case, there is only a chance of success if you don’t put your whole 
heart and soul into accumulating energy and displaying it. 

So now Mark can’t care about anything else. 

He poured all his mind and strength into his final blow. 

He didn’t have the heart to avoid the attack of the strange demon, and he 
didn’t have the strength to deal with the attack of the strange demon. 

His only choice is to stand there and resist with the thunder dragon body! 

bang bang bang bang~ 

Soon, the strange monster’s attack had arrived in front of him, and it landed 
on Mark’s body fiercely. 

The huge force knocked Mark back a hundred meters. 

The deafening roar resounded throughout the Kunlun Mountains. 

However, he still stood. 

Like a long gun that never falls. 

It’s like standing like an eternal tree for a moment. 



Standing at the forefront of the world, sheltering everyone behind us from 
wind and rain. 

“Damn it!” 
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“I don’t believe it anymore.” 

“This Demon Lord, can’t beat you to death?” 

Seeing that his first few attacks were actually blocked by Mark relying on his 
body. 

Chu Qitian became anxious immediately. 

His more violent output. 

Or fist or leg, or chop or chop. 

The storm-like offensive, like a drumbeat, poured on Mark’s body crazily. 

After the fight, Mark’s thunder dragon body was almost pierced. 

Bright red blood flowed out from Mark’s mouth. 

But even so, the strange demon still did not interrupt Mark’s energy 
accumulation. 

His power is still steadily increasing. 

“as***!” 

“This guy, how can he be so resistant to beating?” 

The strange demon went crazy, and his scalp felt numb. 

In the fierce offensive just now, although the strange demon did not use all its 
strength. 



But after so many attacks, even a titled master must have been beaten to a 
pulp. 

But this Mark actually just vomited a few mouthfuls of blood. 

Couldn’t even fall down. 

Not to mention, interrupting his energy storage. 

“It seems that I can only be forced to use the ultimate move.” 

After all, the strange demon still underestimated Mark. 

He originally thought that in Mark’s situation, a little attack by himself would 
interrupt his energy accumulation. 

But now it seems that I am too naive. 

He can’t keep it anymore, and absolutely can’t allow Mark to accumulate 
energy like this again. 

Thus, the strange demon began to mobilize the energy in his body, and 
suddenly launched a powerful attack. 

“Tear off the claws of the gods!” 

whoosh whoosh~ 

The strange demon stepped on the ground, and in his veins, infinite energy 
surged wildly. 

Immediately swing down the claw that tears the world apart! 

The terrifying power almost pierced through the void, and swept away fiercely 
towards where Mark was. 

Chapter 4727 

The power of this move is undoubtedly far superior to the stormy offensive of 
the strange demons before. 

It is only inferior to its Hell Shura Formation. 



The strange demon is extremely confident. Mark will not die if he hits this shot, 
and all attacks will inevitably be interrupted. 

“Huh~” 

“Suck~” 

After the strange demon used this move completely, he stood there, panting 
violently. 

Obviously, the attack just now had caused a lot of consumption to him. 

It seems that he will have to recover for a while before he can continue to 
climb the road to heaven. 

However, it is worth the cost to completely solve Mark’s unstable factor. 

“Now, there shouldn’t be any surprises.” 

The strange demon thought so. 

Then stood there, waiting for Mark’s final outcome. 

However, what Ling Yimo never dreamed of was that before his attack fell on 
Mark. 

Mark’s power storage was finally completed at this moment. 

Huh~ 

At this moment, Mark opened his tightly closed eyes. 

An unprecedented fierce breath appeared in Mark’s eyes. 

And his whole person’s power and influence, also at this time, reached the 
extreme. 

Just like a volcanic eruption. 

Then, he stomped on the ground, stretched out his palms, and embraced the 
world. 

Full of energy, gushing like a dragon! 



Immediately afterwards, Mark’s ethereal voice that pierced the world 
resounded in all directions! 

“Turn the mountains, turn the seas, turn the universe.” 

“The Ninth Form of the Absolute Way of the Clouds!” 

“Damn! Kun! Turn!!!” 

boom! 

The moment Mark’s words fell. 

Everyone only saw a rainbow light shooting up into the sky from Mark’s body. 

That billowing power is just like a giant dragon soaring into the sky. 

Stir the world and reverse the world. 

The majesty of terror makes the Tianhe turn upside down and the galaxy 
hangs upside down. 

An unprecedented terrifying power finally came to the world at this moment! 

“This this” 

“The universe turns!” 

“He made it, this kid, really made it” 

“He used it” 

The Old Madam Chu, who was thousands of miles away, burst into tears at 
the moment when she saw the dragon soaring through the sky and turning the 
world around. 

Mark, her great-grandson, sure enough, once again, created a miracle. 

“Chu Qitian!” 

“Your time has come.” 



“Today, even if I reverse this world and make this Tianhe hang upside down, I 
will also cut off your head and smash your bones into ashes!” 

On the top of Kunlun, Mark stands proudly in Tianhe. 

His red lips are weeping blood, and his black hair is flying! 

He holds divine power in his hand, he reverses yin and yang! 
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That infinite power is just like the god of the nine heavens, coming to the 
world. 

The terrifying power swept across the scene like a storm. 

Looking at it from a distance, it really has the power to reverse the universe, 
and the power of yin and yang to reverse. 

At the same time, Mark’s majestic voice resounded throughout the world. 

Everywhere, there is Mark’s majesty and heroism. 

“Brat, you are too happy.” 

“Just because of you, you want to kill me?” 

“You’d better find a way to block my tearing god claws first.” 

For Mark’s words, the strange demon dismissed them. 

He only thought it was Mark’s bluff, his dying struggle, and his arrogant words. 

He didn’t think that at such a time, Mark still had any chance of making a 
comeback. 

If he really had a hole card, why didn’t he use it just now? 



It was with this mentality that Chu Qitian saw Mark’s dying struggle against 
Mark’s dying claws when he saw the God-Tearing Claw he used just now. 

boom! 

After hearing a loud sound, the so-called tearing claws of the strange demon 
fell apart in an instant. 

There is no obstacle at all, the monstrous power is like the autumn wind 
sweeping the fallen leaves, or like boiling oil melting the remaining snow. 

In just a split second, the golden rainbow light that Mark cast broke through all 
the obstacles of the strange demons. 

And the momentum remained undiminished, and with unstoppable force, it 
swept towards the place of the strange demon fiercely. 

After seeing his attack collapse in an instant. 

The strange demon was undoubtedly stunned. 

He stared, his expression trembling. 

On that majestic face, there is an unbelievable look. 

“This guy,” 

“How can it be?” 

“My tearing god claw, even if it is not my strongest trick, it is definitely one of 
my trump cards.” 

“But unexpectedly, it didn’t even block it for a moment.” 

“This guy, how is it possible?” 

“Could it be that this stick can break through?” 

The strange demon has trembled madly. 

Chapter 4729 

Originally, he thought the battle was over. 



However, this sudden change now made the strange demon once again feel a 
strong sense of crisis. 

That huge oppression was actually much stronger than what came before. 

no solution anymore. 

When he saw one of his hole cards, the Tear God Claw, he was cut off by 
Mark in an instant. 

Chu Qitian, who was shocked, could no longer care about trembling and 
hesitation. 

It has to be said that this strange demon is after all a statement that has 
experienced the baptism of thousands of years. 

He instantly realized the horror of Mark’s move. 

It’s definitely not like what he guessed before, it’s just playing tricks, and it’s 
the gold and jade that’s out of the way. 

Under such circumstances, if the strange demon still doesn’t think of a way to 
deal with it, I’m afraid it will really be overthrown by Mark. 

“Brat!” 

“You are really persistent.” 

“However, do you really think that you are the only one who still has the 
strength?” 

The strange demon grinned, then bit the tip of his tongue forcefully, a mouthful 
of blood filled the air. 

Obviously, the strange demon in front of him also began to overdraw his 
strength like Mark. 

“Hell Asura Formation!” 

“Again!” 

The strange demon let out a long howl. 



Everyone saw that on the top of Kunlun, the blood-colored magic circle that 
had just been dispersed by the strange demon took shape again in an instant. 

The power of the surrounding heaven and earth, like crazy, was stirred up 
again with the rotation of the magic circle. 

Of course, as the strange demon urged the hell Shura formation for the 
second time. 

The body of Chu Qitian he occupied obviously couldn’t bear it anymore. 

In his body, there were already cracks in the tendons and veins, and blood 
flowed out from his body skin. 

Looking from afar, Chu Qitian’s body looked like a devil walking out of a sea of 
corpses and blood. 

“crazy!” 

“It’s all crazy.” 

“This strange demon has also begun to risk his life.” 

At the foot of Kunlun Mountain, Carlo and the others shouted in shock when 
they saw the appearance of the strange demon. 

Ye Qingtian also became nervous. 

Not only them, but with the outbreak of strange demons again, the 
heartstrings of all the people who are paying attention to this battle in the 
whole world are tense again. 
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“How many years?” 

“Even the ancestor of your Chu family, Chu Yunyang, didn’t push me to such 
a point.” 



“Chu Tianfan, you are number one.” 

“However, this time, you won’t have any chance.” 

“This Demon Venerable, I will kill you completely with the formation of hell 
Shura!” 

The strange demon roared angrily. 

He never thought that one day, he would be forced to this point by a humble 
and despicable human being. 

Yes, Mark burned his essence and blood to perform forbidden techniques. 

And the strange demon is also uncomfortable. 

Now, he is forcibly increasing his strength in a way that damages his mental 
strength. 

In this case, even if this battle is won, the consumption at this time is still 
irreparable for the strange demon. 

Even if there is a little carelessness, if the mental power is severely damaged, 
the strange demon will fall into a deep sleep again. 

But now in this situation, the strange demon can no longer take care of too 
much. 

Just trying to damage his spirit and fall into a deep sleep. 

The strange demon must also kill Mark. 

Just like that, Chu Qitian, who fell into a rampage, undoubtedly experienced 
an instant increase in power. 

Just like a bonfire that was originally extinguished, it burned again in an 
instant, and the flames soared into the sky. 

The wind was fierce and the sky was full of snow. 

At the top of Kunlun, Chu Qitian has flying hair. 

The Shura magic circle under his feet was running crazily. 



That infinite power is like the waters of rivers and seas rushing like a sea, 
rushing and roaring, coming together, just like hundreds of rivers converging 
into the sea. 

Chu Qitian, who had consumed a lot before, had once again climbed to the 
extreme under the overdrawn mental strength. 

You know, although the strange demon is powerful. 

But, after all, he was resurrecting his soul from a dead body. 

Chu Qitian’s body simply couldn’t hold up to using the Hell Asura Formation 
twice in succession. 

Therefore, like Mark, the strange demon’s strength at this time was achieved 
temporarily by damaging itself. 

The clouds are churning, the wind is howling. 

In the blink of an eye, Chu Qitian’s powerful offensive once again shocked the 
world! 

“Devil’s palm!” 

“Asura finger!” 

Chapter 4731 

“Sura Tianxiangyin!” 

Almost instantly, Chu Qitian made three moves in succession. 

One palm, one finger, one seal. 

The whole movement was almost done in one go. 

All the power and influence exploded in an instant. 

The top of Kunlun at this moment is like a small sun bursting open at this 
moment. 

The two incomparably terrifying attacks collided again, under the watchful 
eyes of everyone. 



This time, the air waves brought about cut off the Kunlun Mountains by 
several meters. 

Rolling rocks, annihilated into dust. 

The explosive power, centered on the two of them, spread wildly in all 
directions. 

The Milky Way hangs upside down, and Yin and Yang are in chaos. 

At the foot of Kunlun Mountain, there is already a scene of landslides and 
ground cracks. 

“retreat!” 

“Go back!” 

Ye Qingtian and the others were scared to pee. 

Taking the wounded around him, like crazy, he fled to the distance again. 

They were also afraid that they didn’t die under the hands of strange demons, 
but were buried by these rocks in the end. 

The chaos in Kunlun Mountain left Ye Qingtian and others in a panic. 

However, Xu Lei and the others, who were thousands of miles away, were so 
nervous that they could hardly breathe. 

They couldn’t take their eyes off, put their hands together, and stared straight 
ahead. 

They are praying, they are expecting. , 

With their most sincere hearts, they prayed that this final battle would have a 
beautiful ending. 

And at this time, the demon’s Demonic Palm had already met Mark’s attack. 

“Qian Kun Zhuan” brought up the golden beam of light, like a nine-day giant 
dragon, piercing the sky and piercing the sky and the earth. 



With just one face-to-face encounter, he pierced through the evil demon’s 
demon palm, and then hit his chest with the second strike of the strange 
demon, Shura’s finger. 

After a moment of stalemate, the strange demon’s Shura finger also fell apart 
under the golden beam of light. 

For this situation, Yimo was not too surprised. 

Mark’s previous attack could block his first two moves. So this time, it was 
reasonable to be able to destroy his Demonic Palm and Asura Finger. 

The real confrontation is the last blow of the strange demon. 

Shura Tianxiangyin! 

 


